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The meeting was called to order at 11 a.m.
OONSIDERATION OF REPORTS SUBMITTED IN ACOORDANCE WITH OOUK:IL RESOLUTION 1988 (LX)
BY STATES PARTIES TO THE COVENANT COtl:ERNING RIGHTS COVERED BY ARTICLES 6-9
(continued)
Report of aa·rbados (E/1978/8/Md.33)
1.
At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Moseley (Barbados) took a place at the
tab1e.
2.
Mr. MOSELEY (Barbados) said that it had been the policy of both political
parties which had ruled the country over the past 20 years to make economic, social
and cultural development a continuous process. It would be noted that the
legislation'mentioned in th~ort 'went back many years. Barbados may not have
led the way in its area in reinforcing human rights in the fields under
consideration, but it had not been far behind. Hardly any of the legislation
mentioned was not sUbject to periodic revision and hiG country's whole economic
policy was geared to removing the welfare aspect of development and to providing
guarantees that its citizens would enjoy the right to a better quality of life.
3.
Mr. BOUFFANDEAU (France) asked, with respect to an apparent contradiction in
the report's paragraph on the right to strike (art. 8, sect. E) whether there was
in fact a right to strike and what additional information couJ:.d be given on the
conciliation and arbitration procedures mentioned.
4.
Mr. AKAO (Japan) wished to know what percentage of workers were enrolled in
trade unions a~d whether the Government envisaged introducing a legal right to
strike if, as was stated, it did not already exist.
\.

s. Mr. MRATCHKOV (Bulga:i~\ asked, with reference to the statement that there was
no legislation which guaranteed against discrimination in access to employment in
the' private sector (art. 6" sect. B (1» whether the Government envisaged measures
to introduce such guarantees. He also wished to know if more rec~nt figures were
available than those provided on the estimated levels of employment and
unemployment at the end 'of the first Quarter of 1978 (art. 6, sect. C), to give
some indication of trends in the labour market.
6.
Mrs. de ARANA (Peru) asked, with referenc.e to the statement that the unlawful
association of persons for other than trade union purposes (art .. &, sect. D (2»
was prohibited, what types of association were considered unlawful, and what
legislation ~and restrictions applied. Secondly, with reference to statements. that
certain social security payments were ~pporti(~ned between the qualifying spouse and
children (art. 9, survivors' grants, survivorg"pensions and death benefit), she
wished to know if any distinction was made between children born in and ou~ ·of
wedlock, what was meant by "qualifying" and, if indeed there was differentiation,
what protection there was for illegitimate children.
7~

Mr. ALLAFI (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) asked for. clarification of

statem~nts

that

the right of an individual to work was limited only by the fact that there,were
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insufficient jobs and that section 14 of the Constitution of Barbados provided that
no person should be required to perform forced labour (art. 6, sect. B (1».

l

8.
Mr. MARDOVICH (Byelorussian SOviet SOCialist Republic) asked, with reference
to the same section, what government 'nieasures were envisaged to increase the number.
of jobs available and to remedy the lack of legislation prohibiting discrimination
in access to employment in the private sector. He also wished to know if the
statement that arrangements for collective ba19aining covered about 40 per cent of
the labour force (art. 7, sect. A (2» meant that the remainder were not covered by
such collective agreements. Finally, he referred to the statement that there were
no formal legal provisions for or against federation of trade unions (art. 8,
sect. C) and asked what role was played by trade unions in protecting the interests
of hired workers and improving their working conditions, bearing in mind that
elsewhere in the report (art. 7, sect. B (4» it was stated that occupational
accidents in 1977 had numbered 1,374.. which amounted to 1 1/2 per cent of all
workers. What measures were envisaged to improve those working conditions?
9.
Mr. BORCHARD (Federal Republic of Germany) said that although th~ report
contained a list of relevant laws and regulations, it would perhaps have been
better if their contents had been outlined so that their effects could be better
appreciated. In particular he wished to know whether the statement listing the
main categories of workers whose wages were not yet set by collective baxgaining or
statutory minimum wage fixing (art. 7, sect. A (2» implied that there was no
minimum wage for those workers. Secondly, he would like fuller statistics-than
those given in annex I so as to have a better picture of trends in real income over
the past decade. Finally, he wished to raise the general question of how trade
unions operated, especially in the sugar industry, since that was one of the most
important parts of the economy.
10. Mr. _BERGTHUN (Norway) agreed with the previous speaker that it would have been
helpful to have some indication of the contents of the various Acts and regulations
listed and suggested that perhaps the next report might remedy that lack. He
wished to ask what steps were taken to make the contents of the regulations known
to the ~opulation since, without a special effort, it would not be easy for
citizens to know what had been done to promote their rights. Secondly, he wished
to know what had been done to promote the interests of women in the labour force,
especially with regard to equal pay, and suggested that statistics might perhaps be
provided, as in the Canadian report.

~

I

!

11. Mr. SOFINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said the statement that
draft legislation was being considered to prohibit discrimination based on race and
colour in contracts of employment implied that such discrimination was still
practi_sed. He wished to know wha t race and colour suffered such discrimination.
12. Mr. ADOSSAMA (International Labour Org-anisation) said that the lID Committee
of Experts provided information"in the annex to its 1982 report (E/1982/4l) on the
situation in Barbados with regatdto certaIn -Ito conventions rele"ant to
articles 6-9 of the Covenant. 1hose relevar.t to the right to work which had been
ratifted' included the· Conventions' concerning Employment Policy, FQrced- or
Compul'$ory Labour and Discrimination in Respect of&nployment and OCcupation. - 1'he
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Government's first report on the Convention concerning Employment ~olicy had only
I. just been examined and the points on which further information had been requested
l! were indicated in the Committee of Experts' report. The Committee had also been
concerned to ascertain the results of various measures to increase employment,
I part icularly among women and young persons, and it had noted the Government's
F intention to enact legislation prohibiting discrimination in employment.
I

I

13. Barbados had also ratified Convent~ons relevant to article 7 of the Covenant,
dealing with wages and occupational safety. There were a considerable number of
ILO instruments in that field to which further attention might be given in
promoting impl~mentation of the Covenant. Finally, Barbados had also ratified a
series of ILO conventions on freedom of association, trade union rights and social
security which were relevant to articles 8 and 9 of the Covenant.
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14. Mr. MOSELEY (Barbados) >~plYing to the questions raised, said that to
understand his country's report and legislation, it was necessary to look at its
economic and social history. It was not by accident that the two main political
parties which had held power over the last 40 years, bOth before and after
indepenaence, were called labour parties. The competition for power, ever since
there had been a responsible Government of representatives of the people, and even
before, ~ested on the parties' readiness to provide progressive improvement in the
quality of life. It would be noted that much of the legislation listed in annex II
dated from 1970 and 1976, when, after 15 years of rule by one party, the present
government party rose to power. The political foundation of Barbados was its
labour legislation. There was universal suffrage from 18 years of age and the free
trade unions kept a constant watch on government.
15. On the question raised by the representative of France, regarding the app~rent
contradiction between the statement that there was no legal right to strike and the
subsequent statement that the right to strike was not usually exercised until after
conciliation and arbitration had failed, he pointed out that the first statement
simply meant that there was nothing in the law specifically establishing the right
to·strike. But there was a constitutional right to join or form a trade union and
the freedom of workers not to work was enshrined in the Trade Union Act of 1964.
The word "strike~ did not appear in legislation but there was a right t~ withhold
labour; and the law allowed trade unions to do just that, even where the Government
was the employer. The country had several trade unions and there was nothing
either in law or in practice to prevent anyone joining them. The General Secretary
of the General Workers' union had b~en active in ~he ILO for many years and was
still active in the major opposition party. 'Thus, there were no rest~ictions
whatsoever on the right to strike where circumstances warranted it, apart from the
legal mach~inery for settling disputes. In fact, the general pattern was one of
negotiation and conciliation and his country had a proud record of labour relations
over the years.
16. 'I'he representative of Japan had asked what percentage of workers were
unionized. According to the latest figures, one union alone had over 30,000
members, out of a total population of 250,000. The National Union of Public
WOrkers had a membership of about 15,000 to 20,000 and there were several other
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unions with substantia~ memberships.
fairly high.

The petcentage of unionized workers was thus

17. With regard to the questions raised by the representative of Bulgaria, he said
that the need for legislation to prevent discrimination in access to employment was
fairly minimal, although it did exist. The reasons for that situation could be
found in the country's history. In the nineteenth century, the two main races in
Barbados were Europeans and Africans, the former being mainly landowners but
including some indentured labour and the latter being slaves. Most of the land was
in the hands of the European minori ty and the legislation of that era was designed
to protect the system of inherited wealth so that 8lropeans did not lose their
land. A fairly liberal approach to education had resulted in considerable progress
over the years, however, and by th~ twentieth century FAlropeans enjoyed special
authority or i'nfluence only in the private sector, and even that influence had
declined in recent years. Since the vast majority of the population was of African
descent, the private sector had in fact found that it was no longer efficient or
profitable to discriminate against that particular group when providing
employment. The trend, especially over the past 10 to 15 years, had been to employ
the better-educated person irrespective of race. Of course, there was legislation
prohibiting discrimination on gro~nds of race, but it was very difficult to trace
such discrimination unless it was overt. The weight of pUblic opinion had
eliminated the need for direct legislation apart fr~m that contained in the
country's Constitution and general legal statutes. The matter had also been kept
under constant review by successive governments since it would be virtually
impossible for a government to survive in Barbados if there were any overt racial
discrimination in emplo~anent. Discrimination, on grounds of race was prohibited in
the public ser'.J'ice and the Government was the ·country' s main employer. Most pUblic
employees were of African descent and only one or two generations removed from the
working class thanks to the country's very liberal education policy.
18. With regard to the question raised by Bulgaria, he wished to refer to a speech
made on 1 April 1982 by the Prime Minister and Minister of Finance in introducing
the latest budget, according to which employment data derived from the Conti~uous
Ibusehold Sample Survey carried out on a quarterly basis by the politically
independent Statistical Service showed that the average unemployment rate in 1981
had been 10 per cent of the ,labour fotce as against 12 per cent in 1980. The total
labour force' had decreased from 114,800 in 1980 to 114,300 in 1981 but the
quarterly average of persons employed had been 101,900 as agains~ 100,300 in 1980,'
so that on average 1,600 more people had found jobs during 1981. Of pe.rsons
employed in that year, 58,200 had been males and 43,700 females. Male unemployment
had dropped from 9.2 per cent. in 1980 to 7.3 per cent in 1981, while female
unemployment had dropped from 16.7 per cent to 15.1 per cent. Comparison of data
for the fourth quarter of 1976 with that for the fourth quarter of 1981 showed that
the labour fome had recorded a net growth of 10,200 persons or 9.9.per cent while
the total number of persons employed had increased from 91,000 to 102,800, an
...increase of 11,800 or 13 per cent over the five-year period. Barbados had been
able to reduce unemployment in spite of the current world economic recession,
partly as a result of considerable government expenditure on pUb~ic investment
projects'over the past five years, especially in manufacturing, and partly because
of the ~proved economic climate creat~d
.
..- '.by the Government since 1976, including
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the remov~ll of unnecessaz:y controls on retail and wholesale trade. Employment in
that sector had increased by 7,900 persons or 45.7 per cent since 1976.
19. In reply to the question raised by the representative of Peru, he said that
Barbados, like most caribbean countries, had a history of births out of wedlock.
Discrimination against illegitimate children had now virtually disappeared,
however, and the term "illegitimate" was no longer used by ttie law courts. Under
the Status of Children Act, children who were technically illegitimate could now
establish their parenthood and enjoy the same privileges and duties as other
children.
20. To the question
was no such thing as
the Constitution and
to work was economic

raised by the ~epresentative of Li~a, he replied that there
forced labour in Barbados. Forced labour was prohibited by
the Trade Union Act and the greatest pressure on individuals
pressure and availability of jobs.

21. The representative of the Byelorussian SSR had asked what steps the Government
had taken to increase the number of jobs and what part was played by trade unions.
As he had already indicated, the trade unions played a major role and the various
political parties encouraged trade union representation. With regard to job
creation, t~here W!w a limit on what the Government could do to increase the number
of jobs. It had, however, frequently expanded its capital expenditure programme
for that purpose.
22. With regard to the omission to which the representatives of the Federal
Republic of Germany and 1t)rway had drawn attention, he said that his delegation
would seek to remedy the fact that it had not explained the content of the
different laws it had cited."

.

23. ' On another point raised by the representative of the Federal RepUblic of
Germany, he said that the minimum wage figures in annex I and the retail price
index did provide a true picture of the situation in Barbados. The retail price
index always served as a basis for wage fixing but, since Barbados was ..a country
with very few natural reSOUD::es and a very high popUlation density, it was always
vulnerable to international economic fOECes. Consequently, there had rarely been a
retail price index which enabled the lowest-paid workers to meet all their basic
needs. The mere fact that such an index existed, however, showed that the
Government was committed to narrowing the gap between wages and prices. It should
also be noted that, despite a drop in the inflation rates of the country' s major
trading partners, rising local costs had kept inflation at a constant level in
Ba~bados. A minimum wage as such did not exist except for women shop employ'ees,
but .efforts were under way to create a framework for extending the minimum wage to
other categories of workers.
24. The representative of Norway had asked how the Government made its legislation
known to the public. In addition 'to the Official Gazette which was pUblished ona
regular basis, there was a Government information service which published factual
data, inclUding statistics, and'the press, teleYision and radio were free to
publicize and cri ticize government
. policies.
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25. Barbados was in the forefront of regional efforts to improve the status of
WaDen and eliminate discrimination based on sex. Singl~sex government schools had
been abolished and the same facilities were provided for pupils of either sex.
26. In response to a question by the representative of the Soviet Union'concerni~
the colo~r of victims of discrimination, he wished to reiterate that, in the past,
people of African descent had suffered dist:rimination by those of European descent,
but that now the Governor-General, the Prime Minister, most of the cabinet and all
of the members of the legislature were of African or mixed descent. The only
remaining discrimination was to be found in the. private sector. In practice, there
was vif'tually no racial discrimination in the Government, government service or
commerce. In social life, there was still eome discrimination by those of&1ropean
descent against those of African descent and also, however deplorable that might
be, some reverse discrimination. It should be remembered, however, that those of
African descent had had few opportunities open to them in the past while Europeans
had had many. '!be balance had now been significantly redressed and what remained
might be said to be private prejudice ratli~r than actual discriminat~on.
27. Mr. SOFINSKY (union of SOviet Socialist Republics)' requested clarification of
the rules governing the payment of maternity benefits.
28. Mr. MOSELEY (Barbados) explained that, according to the 1967 laws on national
insurance and social security benefits, maternity benefit WIlS payable for a period
commencing not more than six weeks prior to the expected date of confinement and
ending six weeks after confinement, at a daily rate ~quivalent to 60 per cent of
average insurable weekly earnings divided by·six.
29. With regard to the point. of clarification raised by the representative of the
Byelorussian SSR regard"ing the peJ:Centage of workers covered by collective
baEgaining, he said that 40 per cent of the work fOJ:Ce was currently covered by
collective baEgainingagreements of two or three years duration, entered into with
established trade unions. The rest of theiabour fOJ:Ce, unionized or otherwL',e, .
did not necessarily have such agreements. For instance, pUblic employees had
regUlations ~nd general orders which the-ir unions helped to draw up but there was
no collective baEgaining such as exist_d in private industry. Othet' employees such
as teachers had some kind of established contract and right to negotiate •
Collective baEgairiing as such exilllted in the agriCUltural sector, where, at the.
beginning of a crop harvest, agriCUltural workers agreed on the price of. labour for
the crop in question.

...I

,
I
I

30.

Nt Moseley (Barbados) withdrew.

31. ''!be CHAIRMAN said that, if he heard no objection, he would take it that the
WOrking Group had concluded its consideration of the report submitted by Barbados
'concerning rights covered by articles 6-9 of the Covenant.
.
•

Report of Italy (E/1978/8/Add .34.)

.

32. At the invitation of the Chairman; 'Mr.. De Stefanis, MissCa~Pinna_and
Mr. Librando ·(ItalX) took places at the table.
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33. Mr. DE STEFANIS (Italy), in a preliminary statement on his country's report
(E/1978/8/Add.34), said that it marked an inportant stage in the work of an
Interministerial Committee on Human Rights established by 1978 by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs following Italy's ratification in 1977 of the International
Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and on Civil and Political Rights...
and the Optional Protocol thereto. In addition to maintaini ng close and continuous
co-operation between all the public and independent bodies concerned with the
illQ?lementation of the Q)venants at the, national level, the Int:erministerial
Committee had the important task of prepariBj all reports on human rights am
examining ways and means of improving national legislative and ad!Dinistrative
provisions with a view to achieviBj the fullest possible enjoyment of human rights
and fundamental freedoms in Italy. Moreover, once the work of coupiling and
updatiBj Italy's reports on the Covenants had been caapleted, the Committee would
be responsible for investigati ng ways in which those reports might be used at the
national level for the development of a set of basic pr inc iples and rules for the
protection of human rights as well as for educational purposes.

I
.

34. Miss CA~PINNA (Italy), introduciBj Italy's first report on the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and CUltural Rights,. stressed the considerable
importance which her country attached to reportiBl on the inplementation of the
Q)venant in accordance with article 16 and s~bsequent COuncil resolutions. Having
submitted two reports on the elimination of racial discrimination to the Committee
on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and one report on the implementation of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol
thereto to the Human Rights Committee, Italy considered that the process of
reportilYJ established a constructive dialogue and between th~ bodies set up for
monitoring purposes and the representatives of the States Parties to the Covenant
and provided a means of assessiBj the human rights situation throughout the world.
35. Central to the relationship between the Q)venant and Italian domestic law was
article 10, paragraph 1 of the Italian Constitution which stated that "Italy's
legal system conforms with the generally recognized principles of international
law". That fundamental principle not only inspired the country's foreign pOlicy,
but also ensured that the domestic legal system was constantly brought !..nto line
with conventional international law, includiBj inter.national covenants on human
rights. In order for Italy to ratify or accede to an international treaty, an Act
had to be passed by Parliament on the one hand authoriziBj the President of the
Republic to ratify the treaty and on the other, stipulating that domestic
legislation must reflect the new international canmitments: The text of any
domestic Act passed for that purpose thus reproduced in extenso the text of the
corresponding international.
.
36. Howeve~, the inplementation of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights was not confined merely to the enactment of an Act placing the provisions of
the Covenant on the same footiIYJ as national legislative provisions for enforcement
by the jUdiciary, which, in the hypothetical case of a conflict between the two,
would tend to rule in favour of the. Covenant. Indeed, the new legislation
promulgated in Italy after ratification of the Q)venant concerning on .the
establishment of the National Health Service and the exercise of trade union rights
in the armed forces and the police forces was actually more far-reach! ng than the
Covenant i t,self •
.
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37•. The protection of economic rights provided under the Italian legal system in
conformity with articles 6 to 9 of the Internatio::lal Covenant on Economic" Social
and CUltural Rights was in full compliance with the provisions of the Covenant,
although there were certain minor omissions with regard to more detailed provisions
of the numerous ILO Conventions ratified by Italy.

I
.

38. Articles 1, 4 and 35 of the Constitution relatilliJ to the fundamental
importance of labour within the Italian socia-economic s¥stem, recognition of the
right of all citizens to work and the safeguardiBJ of labour in all its forms and
manifestations, met all of the requirements of ~rticle 6 of the Covenant.
Moreover, paragraph 3 of article 35 established that Wthe Republic promotes and
encourages international agreements and organizations calculated to confirm and
regulate the rigllts of labour w• Articles 36 and 37 of the Constitution relating to
the right to just and favourable working conditions, work by women and by the
yOUBJ, met all the requirements of article 7 of the Covenant as well as the basic
principle established in article 3 regarding equality of rights for men and women
in the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights. Articles 39 aid 40
of the Constitution relating to trade union rights and the right to strike met the
requirements of article 8 of the Covenant. Finally, articles 32 and 38 of the
Constitution relating to the right to health care and other social security
entitlements met the requirements of article 9 of the Covenant.
39. Taken as a whole, those nine articles of the Italian Constitution constituted
an organic system of human rights protection very similar to that embodied in the·
Covenant. However, economic rights could not be considered in isolation, from
civil and political rights and in particular .from all fundamental freedoms. As
stated in article 3 of the Italian Constitution, the enjQfment of the latter,
combined with the removal of all economic and social obstacles, was a precondition
for full develqlment of the individual and full ~rticipation of all workers in the
political, economic and social organization of. the country.
40. The extent to which the spirit and letter of the pertinent articies of the
Constitution were reflected in specific national legislation, the ruliBJs of the
Constitutional Court and the juri sprudeme had been described in the report.· Her
cOJlDDent would be directed to the process by which the existiBJ system for the
protection of economic rights had evolved and on the difficulties which Italy still
faced in its efforts to illprove the legal system.
41. Initiated at the end of the Second World War after the fall of a 20~ear
eictatorship, the process had been continuous aid progressive. The Italian
Constitution baving entered into force on 1 January 1948, the reform of the legal
system had reached its peak in terms. of economic rights in the 1960s ane, -1970s and
was continuing in the 1980s. It was in the 1960s that the wsocial pensionw for
every citizen over 65 with a fixed income was introduced as a fundamental cc:.ponent '"
of the Italian social security system, that the discretionary dismissal of workers' .
by employers was made illegal except with just cause or on justified grounds, that
public service careers. previously reserved for" men such as jUdgeships and
diplomatic posts were made accessible to women and that the exercise of trade union ..
rights was extended to civil servants. ~ 'Even more rapid progress was .made in the
1910s with the passiBJ of a wworkers' .;.st,tuteW embodyiD) trade union rights and
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stipulating that the State was committed to a policy of support i~r the unions,
with a radical reform of the health care ~stem through the crea~ion of the
National Health Service, with the abolition of discrimination between men and WOllen
in terms of employment and with the introduction of a system of wage coapensation ...
for the protection of workers in the event of a reduction in working hours or
layoff.
42. However, the progress achieved did not obviate the need to .iuprove the
existing system for the protection of economic rights. '!'here were still
significant obstacles in the way of full employment, which were largely due to the
structure of the nationaleconOrn¥ and the fact that a large area of southern Italy
was still in the developilYJ stage. Furthermore, that structural imbalance had been
ccmpounded in the 1970s by a decline in the rate of development and a high level of
inflation accompanied by a.n irw:re'ase in the demand for employment. For instarw:e,
the figure of 1.7 million uneuployed quoted in the statistical" tables annexed to
the report had now ri sen to nearly 2 million. . one of the highest economic
priorities of the Government was therefore to design an over-all development policy
aimed at creati1'¥J new job opportunities, particularly for young people seeking
empl~ment for the first time.

r

43. There was also room for further illl'rovement in ensuring access to enploy_nt
and employment protection' for aliens from countries outside the BuropeanBconomic
Community seekilY3paid ellployment in Italy without the necessary work permit. A
vigorous canpaign was bei ng conducted to remedy that situation and the Govern.nt
had introduced a bill in ParliaJllent, taking into account 100 . .C onvention Ho. 143 o~
1975 and pr~osals made by major trade unions, with the twofold aim of avoiding
exploitation of foreign workers ~nd 'preventilYJ social disorder connected wit,h the
illeg.Ql status of aliens. More information on that subject would be provided by
Mr .·Librando, a judge in charge of legal affairs at the Ministry of Justice.
44. New .laws also needed to be adopted or national legislation streDJthened in
order to combat prejudice and discrimination against women in eJll)loyment, to
promote enployment for young people seeking their first job by means of ..an.
integrated technical and. vocationa.l guidance policy and to streamlinetbe national
insurarw:e system, although the· n.ed for an over-all reform of the system was atill
under discussion.
45. Finally, to turn to matters covered by alrticles 1 to 5
particularly articles ~ to 4, the entire r~rton articles
fact that Italy had canplied with them within. the l·imits of
for the purpose of promoting the general wel.fare of Italian

of the Covenant,
6 to 9 testified'to the
its av~ilable resource8
society.

46. Mr. LIBRANDO ,(Italy) said that a bill, which 'he trusted would soon beccae
law, had been i~trodueed in Parliament by the Italian GoYernme~t in February 1981
on the status of foreign workers from outsidle the European .Economic ,ColDllunity. A8
stated in the report, foreign workers who were nationals of countrie8 lIleIIbers of
the European Economic Community enjoyed the same right8 and status a8 Italians.
The purpose of the bill was to regulate th(j legal status of foreign workers and
implement lLO Convention No. 143 of 19~5 recently ratified by Italy by proY~~ing

I .••
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foreign workers with the same legal status as Italian and European Community
workers as regards remuneration and social security benefits.
47. The influx of foreign workers would naturally have to be controlled on the
basis of available employment opportunities through a system of authorizations to
'be issued by the competent Labour Office initially for a one~ear period, with
possibility of extension until definitive. The bill would outlaw all forms of
intimidation of foreign workers and would allow spouses, children and, in special
circumstances, parents to join the worker. It also provided penalties against
employers for failure to comply with established remuneration levels or fulfil
social secur'i ty obligations.
48.

'Mr. Borchard (Federal Republic of Germany) took the Chair.

49. Mr. ALLAJI (rJ.byan Arab Jamahiriya), referring to the beginning of section A
under article 6 (Right to Work) of the report (E/1978/8/Add.34) ,asked whether the
fact that labour was considered not only as a right but as a duty meant that all
Italian citizens were under an obligation to work and how far such an obligation
was consistent with the high level of unemployment. He would also welcome
clarification of the fourth and fifth paragraphs of section"S (Measures to Achieve
the Full Realization of the Right to Wor k), which stated that Italy' s development
policy was affected not only by structural factors but by a deterioration in the
terms of trade with oil-producing countries. It would be interesting to know the
exact impact of that factor and how far the statement made in the report reflected
the reality.

so.

Mr. AKAO (Japan) said that he was interested in the relationship between
domestic law and international law, which presented a problem for most States. ae
would like to know whether the principle of the Italian Constitution, quoted in
section C of the General Information chapter of the report, that the Italian legal
system must conform to the generally recognized principles of international law,
implied that domestic laws had needed to be brought into line with t~ose principles
when Italy had ,acceded to the Covenant.
51. On the question of trade union rights, it was stated in section A of the
chapter of the report dealing with article 8 of the Covenant that, under the
~rker's Statute", there was a compulsory ban on the establishment or support of
"company" unions by employers. It was not c lear whether this meant that an
in-eomJlany workers' association not in fact supported by the employeES would a~~o
be prohibited. Since there were many company unions of that kind in Japan which
functioned very smoothly, he would be particularly interested in some further
details as to the numbers and status of such organizations in Italy.
52. Mr. BOUFFANDEAU( France) referred to the paragraph on equal re~uneration for
equal w~rk in section A of the chapter of the report relating to article 7. He
.commended the Italian 'Government for the action it had taken to correct the unjust
~.
.
'
discrimipation
against women which had prevailed
in the.
1960s, and
particularly the
adoptiorfof Law No. 903 in 1977. He wondered what positive results of that law
were ilo~·being obserVed in practice and~whether the Government believed that it
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would be necessary to take further measures to remedy any remainiRj defects in the
~stem.

53. Mr. MARDCJIlICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that the
constitutional provision quoted in section A of the chapter of the report dealing
with article 6, which recognized that all citizens had the right to work and made
it the duty of the Republic to promote conditions making that'right effective was
inadequate as a reflection of article 6, paragraph 1, of the covenant which
established the right to work and obligated States parties to take appropriate
steps to safeguard that right. Further, it was stated in the same section of the
report that the constitutional provisions which affirmed the right to work were in
the form of guidelines and did not guarantee each citizen the right to a job.
Logically therefore, the Italian Constitution provided no effective safeguard of
the right to work. At the same time, that fact seemed to conflict with the
provision of the Italian legal system that the placement of workers in enterprises
was a function exercised directly by the State. He wondered whether that system
was being fUlly implemented and whether sufficient measures had been taken to
ensure that the State fully discharged its obligations. He noted further from
section B of the same chapter that unemployment among women was worse than in any
other pq>ulation group and that results in terms of· the employment of youRj people
had been very disappointing. He consequently wondered how much real meaning the
right to work had for those p~ulation groups and what measures the Government had
taken to assit them since its accession to the Covenant.
54. Lastly, in the brief analysis, in the same section of the report of economic
development trends in Italy over the past 10 years, the deterioration in the terms
of trade with the oil-producing countries was noted as the most serious factor. r.l e
felt that it was a generalization to say that that phenomenon had affe9ted all the
industrialized countriesJ the effects of the oil trade situation on particUlar
countries had depended on the way in which their ~onomies were organized.
55. Mr. ADOSSAMA (International Labour Organisation) said that he wished to
present the comments of the lLO's Committee of Experts on Italy's position
with
.
regard to the various ILO Conventions.
56. with regard to the areas covered by article 6 of the Covenant, Italy had
ratified the conventic)Qs relating to employment policy, vocational tr~ining, forced
labour, and discrimination in employment. The Committee of Experts had made
comments concerning the application of the Employm~nt Policy Convention, seeking
information on measurE~S to promote employment and particularly, tocanbat
unemployment among young workers.
57. Italy had ratifi,ed a considerable number of Conventions relatiRj to
articles 7, 8 and 9 of the covenant. The ILO 'Committee of Experts had sought
additional informatio:n on the inplementation of equal pay legislation am called
for various measures to improve Occupational safety. In the field of social'
security, additional jLnformation had been considered necessary concerniRj the level
of benefits and measures to ensure payment of the means-tested old age pensi<?n to
nationals of other States bound by ILO Convention No. 118.
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58. 14r. MALAFATOPOULOS (World Health Organization) welcomed the reference in
section B of the chapter of the report relating to article 7 to the Presidential
Decrees of 27 April 1955 and 19 March 1956, which contained the general regulations
on the prevention of accidents. They were very important in the prevention of
disabilities in general. He had also been gratified to read of the new
responsibilities of the local health units for preventive activities.
59. He referred to the draft law establishing an educational and vocational
guidance service which, accordiD:J to the report, was aimed inter alia at those
disabled as a result of accidents at work. Although that in itself was
commendable, he was interested to know what services existed for those disabled as
a result of diseases such as polio~elitis, or for paraplegics, the blind or the
deaf.
60. Miss CAC>-PINNA (Italy), replying to the Libyan representative' s request for
clarification of the concept of labour as a duty as well as a right, said that,
although there was nothing in domestic law which could force a citizen to work
against his or her will, the Constitution established a moral obligation for a
citizen to contribute by his or her labour to the development of society. At the
same time, it conunitted the State to take all possible measures to ensure full
employment. The report explained the difficulties which were hamperilY:1 the
Government in ensuring the right to work for all and gave the reasons for the
existence of a high level of unemployme17lt,a phenomenon which, in the present
economic situation, was characteristic of most industrialized countries of the
Western world. The Government was doing its utmost in its development policy
progressively to reduce the rate of unemployment but she emphasized that, as the
report indicated, those endeavours had been greatly undermined by structural
factors, inclUding the fact that a large part of the countr:i was in the
underdeveloped Mediterranean area, and by international trade imbalances. She did
not feel that the Working Group was the appropriate forum fc)r the discussion of
terms of trade with the oil-producing countriesJ however, i't was a fact that the
dramatic price rises experienced in the 1970s had had radically damaging effects,
for which there was abundant statis,tical evidence l1 on the economy of Italy and of
many other oil-importing States.
61. She referred to the question of "company" unions raised by the representative
of Japan. Within each enterprisf:! or place of wo:rk the worJcers had the right to
organize internal commissions with delegates elected to represent the interests of
the workers in dealings with the employer. Such commissions were particularly
common in large-scale businesses. At the same time, external trade unions would
also be represented within the enterprise. In Italy all trade unions were'
autonomousJ the only requirement placed on them by the Constitution was that they
should be regulated in a democr~tic manner.
62. On the question of the I'elationship between international and domestic systems
of law, also raised by the r(!presentati ve of Japi!n, she had already refer red to the
gaps in domestic legislation which her Government ~had recognized as needing to be
filled in order to bring it into conformity with the Cbvenants. It was now felt,
following careful examinatic)n, that· there was n/o discrepancy between national law
and the Cbvenants. Those small discrepancies' wh:Lch had been noted in relation to
the more detailed ILO Conventions were being dealt with in consultation with ILO.
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63. She felt that the representative of the Byelorussian SOviet Socialist Republic
had misunderstood the force of article 4 of the Italian Constitution which
established the duty for the Republic to promote conditions making the right to
'work effective, perhaps as a result of translation problems in the Russian version
of the report. In any event, she would point out that article 6 of the Covenant
was not prescriptive but offered guidelines, as did the corresponding articles
of
\
the Italian Constitution. She could .not accept the Byelorussian representative's
assertion that in Italy there was no eff~tive safeguard of the right to work) that
right walS guaranteed to those already in employment, and the Government's economic
development policy was endeavouri ng to reduce unemployment and thereby ensure the
exercise of that right by those ~ f work. The Byelorussian representative had
been wrong to question the existence of specific measures to canbat unemployment)
in the current economic climate, no country which based its figures on full-time,
rather than part-time, employment was able to boast that unemployment did not exist.

I
~
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64. She thanked the representatives of the World Health Organization and
International Labour Organisation for their constructive comments. In answer to
the question raised by the representative of WHO, she said that her Government was
currently preparing its first report on social rights, a substantial part of which
was dedicated to the details of the new health care system.
65. Mr. LIBRANDO (Italy) said that the representative of France had made a very
fair point when he had raised the question of the practical effects of the various
measures and pieces of legislation designed to reduce discrepancies in the
remuneration and treatment of men and women in employment. -Following ratification
of the Covenant, that question had been one area in which the Government had
introduced special new laws to implement the provisions of the Covenant. Other
chaRJes had been introduced ·as a result of the activities of the women· s movement
and Law No. 903, passed in 1977, had proclaimed the equality of men and women in
employment.
66. In practice, however, it was necessary to make a distinction between i~ustry
and agriculture, workers in industry were much better organized and their trade
unions and internal commissions were very active in combatting prejUdice, whereas
in agriculture there was a tendency to cling to the traditional system by which
employers dealt directly with workers without reference to trade unions. As a
result, discrimination persisted to a greater extent amo~ agricultural workers.

I
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67. However, apart from the legislation already mentioned, there existed a number
of measures which benefited both men and women in' the exercise of their rights.
For example, the "labour proceediRJs" system made it possible for any worker
sUffering~discriminationto assert his or her rights without incurring high costs.
If application to a trade! union or to the competent Labour Office failed to produce
a solution to the" problellll, the grievance could be referred to a jUdge of the first
instance by means of an olral deposition. The jUdge was then obliged to hold a
hearing within 10 days, at which the defendant had to be present, and to'reach a
settlement followiRJ a maximum of two heariRJs. He therefore believed that the
Goverl)lllent was doing everything possible to protect workers in general and
especially women.
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68. Mr. ALLAPI (Li~an Arab Jamahiriya) said that the reply of the representatives
of Italy to his first question had been most satisfacto~ but that he remained
concerned about his second point regarding the assertion in the report that the
situation in Italy had been greatly affected by the deterioration in terms of trade
with the oil-prOducing countries. He would appreciate some further details at a
later stage.
The meeting rose at 2.00 p.m•
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